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David (Dave) Edwards’ story

1983 – Cougar Gunner – Canadian Forces Europe – Lahr, West Germany

David standing beside some vehicles hidden beside a barn near an observation post while on exercise in West
Germany
Picture provided by David Edwards

Authors’ note

The principal author of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, was John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit.

This record of events was prepared in 2017, many years after they occurred. The author prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other available
information. The record presents the events as the individual involved remember them several years after they
occurred.
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David Edwards’ story

Corporal David Edwards was deployed with Canadian Forces Europe in Lahr, West Germany from January

1 to September 31, 1983, where he was employed as a Cougar gunner in the reconnaissance squadron of

the Royal Canadian Dragoons (RCD).

Background

David had joined the Royal Canadian Hussars (RCH) in 1976, to join his brother Don, who had joined

some years earlier. At the time, they lived in St-Laurent and travelled to the unit by bus. Over the next

few years, David attended various rank and trade qualification courses and, by 1982, had attained the

rank of master-corporal. He heard that a nine-month call-out in West Germany was being offered to

militia Cougar gunners. He met the selection criteria for the post, but had to consent to be deployed and

paid as a corporal rather than a master-corporal.

Move to the theatre

On the day of his departure, the unit provided a minibus and driver that delivered David to the Ottawa

International Airport, where he joined six other soldiers from other militia armoured units across

Canada. They embarked on a military-operated passenger plane that transported them to Lahr, West

Germany. In Lahr, they were met by a small delegation from the RCD and taken to the base to complete

their in-clearance procedures. Their pay records were updated, they were issued rations and Canex

cards, and they were assigned to specific barracks, etc. Once the in-clearance was complete and they

delivered their bags to their barracks, they were assembled in a classroom for an orientation and briefing

session. They also received a tour of the base and were shown the location of the vehicle parks and

training facilities. The next day, being a Sunday, several master-corporals from the RCDs took them into

town in civilian clothes to show them around.

The barracks were long single-storied buildings, where the soldiers were billeted two per room.

Washrooms and laundry facilities were centrally located at one end of the building. Meals were served

in a nearby mess. D squadron, the unit to which they were assigned, had its facilities a fair walking-

distance away in the northern part of the camp (referred to as North Mark).

Integration with the RCD recce squadron

On Monday morning, the new arrivals reported into the D Squadron building, attended a morning

parade and integrated with their troops. D squadron was the regiment’s reconnaissance squadron and

was comprised of 4 troops with 5 vehicles each. The other troops in the Squadron used Lynx, which

were tracked light armoured reconnaissance vehicles. David’s troop had just been issued with brand

new Cougars and had been asked to perform an evaluation and recommend improvements.

During the briefing, the newly-arrived soldiers were told that the unit was ¨on call¨ in case of an invasion.

At that time, Germany was still a divided country and the Warsaw-pact block of communist countries

was still considered a threat. Each soldier was instructed to prepare a ¨ready bag¨, with all the clothes

and personal equipment needed in the field, and store it in a locker beside their vehicle. They were

issued with a personal weapon that was tagged with their name and stored in a vault at the same
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location. They were informed of the alarm signals that required them to report immediately to their

vehicles. In town, or on the base, a large siren would sound. Further, on the radio and on the sound

systems in the local establishments, an announcer would interrupt the program and repeat the words

¨snowball, snowball, snowball¨.

Once the troop warrant learned that David had been a master-corporal who had agreed to serve as a

corporal, he assigned David to his own vehicle (41A) as his own gunner. He then asked him to use the

master-corporal’s mess and perform numerous administrative duties for the troop. In spite of this

arrangement, David continued to get paid as a corporal. Later, because he was employed in this

capacity, David was sent to the base prison to escort a prisoner who was about to be returned to

Canada. David escorted the prisoner to different locations so that his out-clearance process could be

completed, and then returned him to prison. David was warned to not let the prisoner out of his site,

not even to go to the bathroom. This task was completed without incident, however the resounding

clang of the jail door echoed in David`s head for a long time.

The thing that impressed David the most about the operation was the size of the unit and the number of

vehicles. There were vehicles of all types: Leopard Tanks, Cougars, Lynx reconnaissance vehicles,

armoured personnel carriers, command post, ambulance and signal vehicles, and recovery and resupply

vehicles, etc.

Soon after arriving, the troop travelled to a museum at one of the NATO bases where all the eastern-bloc

vehicles were put on display. A tour was conducted of the facility, with the soldiers receiving a briefing

explaining the political and tactical situation, the border security and all the related markings.

Warsaw Pact vehicle at the Museum and briefing centre
Photo provided by David Edwards

Replica of border crossing
Photo provided by David Edwards

During the first two weeks on the ground, and between exercises, the squadron prepared their vehicles

and equipment for training. The gunners cleaned and checked their weapons and helped the drivers
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perform their maintenance. The divers needed help taking off the wheels and lubricating the hubs. As

full members of the vehicle crew, the gunners participated in almost all maintenance activities.

While in camp, physical training was also one of the priorities. The troops went out early every morning

doing their training as a group. They also regularly played team sports, especially soccer.

Introductory briefing near the border with an East-German
observation tower in background
Photo provided by David Edwards

Visit to a parade by RCH sister unit (The 13th/18th

Royal Hussars) at a British base
Photo provided by David Edwards

Initial Exercises

Once the troop members were settled, the squadron started going on a series of exercises, sometimes to

the ranges, sometimes to training areas and sometimes into various surrounding communities to train

on civilian land. Often the exercise would commence with a train move. The vehicles would be loaded

on flat cars on the weekend, ready for deployment on Monday morning. The troop trains would also be

equipped with passenger compartments and a kitchen-dining room, and on longer moves, one or more

bunk units.
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Troop moving to a training area in winter
Photo provided by David Edwards

Troop arrival in training area.
Photo provided by David Edwards

Often the exercises would be conducted in the mountainous forests in the south of West Germany,

almost entirely on civilian lands, in places like Triburg and Soltau. The squadron would often set up a

base of operation in a wooded area and operate from there for a period of one or two weeks. Tents

would be set up along with toilets and even showers. If the squadron stayed in the area over the

weekend, the soldiers were allowed to bring civilian dress and visit the local towns and gasthofs (rural

pubs).

Installing camouflage on vehicles
Photo provided by David Edwards

Fully camouflaged position.
Photo provided by David Edwards

The troops were not necessarily bound to the country roads. They often moved off the roads and

travelled cross-country through the farmers’ fields. Sometimes, they located their vehicles and

established observation posts beside farm buildings and even within towns.
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Troop leaguer in Sand pit
Photo provided by David Edwards

Range Exercises

David remembers going on one or more week-long range exercises during the first part of his tour. All of

the squadrons of the Regiment went at the same time, so the Leopards and the Cougars ended up firing

from parallel firing points on the same range. David still remembers noticing a big difference in the

sound made when the different vehicles fired. The Leopard had a much more powerful-sounding boom

than the Cougar. The range was very large and was equipped with many targets, some were static and

others were mobile. Some were hulks of old vehicles while others were wooden targets shaped like

tanks. David remembers firing numerous times at all of them. He particularly remembers firing the main

cannon at the moving targets. Although the turret was equipped with an automated mechanism that

could traverse the gun to lead a moving target, David`s crew commander asked David to use the hand

crank, because it jerked the turret less and resulted in a more accurate fire. When firing at a moving

target, the gunner had to aim several meters in front of the target and keep moving his point of aim.

When controlling the fire procedure, the crew commander would choose and load the ammunition and

give the gunner the range and settings. The gunner would have to change the ammunition settings, set

the distance, align the sights, and, when instructed, pull the trigger. The practice was conducted

principally with High Explosive Squash Head (HESH) rounds.

On one or more occasions, the troop practiced with Canister ammunition, which is to be used if infantry

are attacking and threatening the troop’s position. After firing, the gunners were able to advance and

inspect the targets and see just how destructive this ammunition can be.

On other occasions, the troop practiced launching the smoke canisters mounted on the turrets of their

vehicles. Each vehicle carried eight such canisters in the mounts on the front of the turret. They could

be launched either individually or together by either the gunner or the crew commander. When

launched, they established a smoke screen in front of the vehicle giving it cover for a withdrawal. After

these devices were tested on the ranges, they were also used during some of the subsequent exercises.

The troop also participated in several battle runs, where it moved through a range equipped with vehicle

trails and pop-up and other targets. As the vehicles moved forward along the trails from firing position
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to firing position, the targets appeared and had to be engaged. When a target was spotted, the crew

needed to stop their vehicle, traverse the gun, aim and fire. Here, David saw a big difference between

the Cougars and the Leopards, because the latter were equipped with a gun stabilisation system, and

could fire even while moving. On the other hand, the Cougars needed to stop and wait for the vehicle to

stabilize before firing.

Static display of armoured vehicles near CAT competition
Photo provided by David Edwards

Relaxing to rear of firing point
Photo provided by David Edwards

During the range exercise, when the troop was practicing indirect fire, David’s crew commander –

Warrant Officer Benny Paquin - decided that he would challenge the Leopard tank crew on the firing

point to their right to a little competition. He first measured the distance to a target several kilometers

downrange and then went over to the Leopard tank and discussed the challenge. Both crews agreed

that the first to hit the target would win. They synchronized the commencement of the competition

over the radio. Benny then communicated the distance to David, and the latter set the sights

accordingly. David entered the distance, locked the Quadrant fire control (QFC) device, used for indirect

fire, and set the level. Benny loaded the gun and instructed David to fire. In an extremely rare and lucky

feat, their round hit the target on the first shot. Normally, it would be necessary to bracket and adjust

before hitting on the second or third round. Benny then danced on top of the turret to show his glee

and to tease the tankers.

During these exercises, the gunners were asked to evaluate the physical set-up of their gunnery stations

and submit suggestions for improvement. David remembers that the group submitted a

recommendation to move the QFC device, as it was in a spot where it was difficult for the gunner to use.

The move to and from the range was usually executed via a road move, with the entire regiment

deploying. Often, D Squadron, being the recce squadron, would perform escort and traffic control duties

for the different convoys. D squadron would move out first and station soldiers at different intersections

to direct the convoys and to halt civilian vehicles while the large military vehicles moved by. Generally,

the convoys used smaller roads but on occasion used the slow lanes on the Autobahn. During one of the

exercises, a Leopard tank broke down and could not move until its engine was replaced. David`s patrol
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was left behind to provide security. David was asked to help with the repairs and was very surprised at

how easily and quickly the engine was replaced.

Troop members performing traffic control.
Photo provided by David Edwards

At one of the range exercises, the members of the squadron were invited to watch the Canadian Army

Trophy (CAT) Competition, a tank gunnery competition where international teams were pitted against

each other. The D Squadron soldiers camped at the ranges, performed general duties, visited the static

displays of vehicles from each country and observed the teams going through the battle runs. David

remembers, that a great deal of discussion was generated when an American tank advanced through the

competition flying a Canadian flag.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense (NBCD)

One of the field exercises was specifically designed to practice the troops in a scenario where the NBCD

threat was considered to be high. The troops were warned in advance so their equipment was cleaned

and checked before they left on exercise. Once in the training area, the troops performed their tactical

maneuvers, and later in the day occupied a hide. It was when they were performing their hide routine

that the exercise directing staff used large tear gas canisters to simulate a gas attack.

Several times, the soldiers were warned that an attack was imminent. When they received this type of

warning, they donned their suits but did not close them up. They would, however, monitor the gas-

detecting patches affixed to the outside of their suits. When the soldiers noticed that one or more of

these patches changed colour, they would sound the alarm by shouting ¨gas, gas, gas¨.

When the gas alarm was sounded, each soldier would have to close up his protective suit, and don his

gas mask, gloves and boots. David remembers having to wear the protective equipment for a period of

approximately twenty hours. He found this to be extremely hot and sweaty, and very uncomfortable.

Fortunately, he was able to drink by connecting his water bottle to a valve in his gas mask.
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Testing NBCD suit in Barracks
Photo provided by David Edwards

Feeling very much alive after NBCD threat was lifted
Photo provided by David Edwards

When the NBC threat was high, the vehicles needed to be closed and sealed, and the ventilators run to

purify their internal atmospheres. The ventilators were equipped with filters that prevented the gases

from entering inside. Once the internal atmosphere was cleaned, a crew member could take off his

mask, prepare some food and eat, or take care of other matters. They did this one person at a time, in

case the vehicle atmosphere was not completely clean. Later, they even practiced moving their vehicles

to another location, without taking off their protective equipment.

Other evaluation activities

In addition to evaluating the armaments, the troop also performed some evaluation of the vehicle

handling, especially on the small European roads and surrounding terrain. They found that the vehicle

handled adequately on hard ground but that it was apt to slip and slide when the roads were wet. David

remembers that they opted to navigate one or more hills with their hatches down in case the slippage

resulted in a roll-over.
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Cougar bogged down in a soft field
Photo provided by David Edwards

Recovery of Cougar that failed in attempt to cross
Photo provided by David Edwards

They also went several times to a river crossing where they could test the amphibious capabilities of the

vehicle. Before they entered the water, they checked to ensure that the drainage plugs were closed,

that the trim vane was deployed and that the two propellers and stabilising fins at the bottom rear of the

vehicle were operating. The trim vane is a panel that is extended on the front of the vehicle to channel

water down and under the vehicle. Without the trim vane, the downward slope of the vehicle front

might push the vehicle under water. To enter the water in a way that would allow them to proceed to

the opposite bank, the drivers needed to angle the vehicle slightly upriver, otherwise the current would

carry their vehicle down river. During these evaluations, the engineer squadron deployed a tug boat in

the river to help rescue any stray vehicles. David only remembers one occasion where one vehicle`s

propellers stopped working and a rescue was needed.

Cougar crossing a canal
Photo provided by David Edwards

Stop to discuss tests to be conducted
Photo provided by David Edwards
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NATO Exercise

In the second part of the nine-month tour, possibly in July and August, the Regiment participated in a big

exercise with the armed forces of other NATO countries. During this exercise, D Squadron advanced as a

reconnaissance force, took up a defensive position and then sent out foot patrols to look for the enemy

in a built-up location. Dave remembers preparing for the night patrol, putting on black coveralls, and

face camouflage, and making sure that none of their personal equipment rattled when they walked. He

remembers walking in the hills for much of the night and finding no enemy activity in the areas they

were tasked to reconnoitre.

D Squadron leaguer at the end of exercise
Photo provided by David Edwards

Preparing for a foot patrol
Photo provided by David Edwards

Vacation experiences

Midway through their nine-month deployment, the militia soldiers were allowed to take two weeks’

vacation. Three others joined Dave in renting a car and touring around Northwest Europe, including

West Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, France and Luxembourg. They visited numerous tourist

locations and several war cemeteries. The high point of their visit occurred in France where they were

able to visit a MacDonald’s restaurant and order a hamburger and a beer. They could not believe that it

was possible to order a beer at MacDonald’s.

Return home and life thereafter

Near the end of September, the troop prepared for the release of the Militia soldiers. The vehicles were

cleaned up and returned to their compounds, as was the related equipment. The soldiers went through

the out-clearance process, packed their bags and moved to the airport. The airplane ride back to Ottawa

was uneventful and a regimental minibus was waiting to transport David back to Montreal.

Subsequent to this call-out, David resumed parading with the Royal Canadian Hussars and reintegrated

into A Squadron, bringing with him many of the lessons he had learned in Germany. During his

deployment, he had developed a deep understanding of reconnaissance operations, the Cougar and its

gunnery system. He was able to share much of this knowledge with unit members upon his return.
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Over time, he progressed through the ranks, serving as squadron sergeant-major for both A and B

squadrons, and eventually, from 1999 to 2004 as the Regimental Sergeant-Major. After retiring from the

RCH in 2004, he served as Regimental Sergeant-Major successively for the 3rd Field Engineer Regiment

and the Canadian Grenadier Guards (CGG). Before he retired from the Guards and the Militia in 2011, he

met two Governor Generals and was invited to accompany the Guard’s commanding officer, honorary

colonel and honorary lieutenant-colonel on a visit to London to brief Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth the

second and Colonel-in-Chief of the CGG on the state of the regiment.

Upon David’s return from West Germany, he also resumed his civilian career, and became a public

security officer in the city of Cote-St-Luc, eventually becoming the acting director. In 1994, David

transferred to the city’s fire department, which was eventually consolidated into the Montreal Fire

Department. In 2005, he requested a transfer to a fire station on Ile Bizard, which was closer to his

home. At the time he was interviewed for this story, he continued to work at that location.


